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Pioneering is a classic Scout activity. It teaches 

teamwork and problems solving.  It lets Scouts 

create structures and useful items out the bare 

essentials and in doing so gives them 

confidence that they can tackle life’s challenges 

through their own resourcefulness. Most 

importantly, it is a fun part of the Scouting 

game! 

As Scout leaders we must set the Scouts up for 

success, and one of the challenges with 

teaching Pioneering to Scouts is having a 

suitable kit of wood to use.  The goal of this 

project was to create a way for leaders to 

provide Scouts a traditional, safe, and 

affordable pioneering experience from 

materials that can be found at any lumber yard. 

In some ways these laminated spars may be 

even better the originals in they are more 

consistent, more dimensionally stable, lighter, 

and free from hidden structural defects, in 

addition to being available to all regions of the 

country.  

The key building block of pioneering is spars, which are simply thick, strong wooden poles, usually 

between two-inches and five-inches in diameter (at the base).  

For teaching the very basics of lashing I have used small dimensional lumber; 1”-by-2” or 2”-by-2” 

boards.  These are affordable, but the flat sides do not hold lashings well, and they are not strong enough 

to build large projects.  Scout staves, dowels, broom handles, and similar finished products are better for 

lashing but at a higher cost.  For creating basic camp gadgets, a forest will provide enough downed dead 

limbs.  However, these tend to not be strong enough or sized appropriately for larger projects.   

The traditional way to make spars to is to harvest appropriately sized trees.  Frequently you will find 

straight trunked, two to five-inch diameter, trees in the undergrowth. These felled trees would be cut to 

standard lengths, de-barked, and stored to be used for pioneering.  While this may be an appropriate form 

of forest management, it is at odds with the leave no trace ethos. Additionally, some groups may not have 

access to private forest lands.             
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Researching solutions, I discovered a useful post online, “Pioneering with Laminated Spars” by Adolph 

Peschke, with commentary by Larry Green1. The article has ideas for building spars up from dimensional 

lumber.  However, the half-inch round overs with a router still cause some to the limitations of the flat 

sides on the smaller piece; ropes not binding properly. Also, to my eye, they are do not look like 

traditional spars.   

One alternative I rejected, but could be considered, is using a larger diameter round over bit.  Router bits 

up to 1 ½ inch radius are available and could create a round three-inch diameter spar. However, these bits 

are expensive, and must be used in a router table for safety.  Additionally, in my opinion, the resulting 

smooth surface would not be ideal for pioneering projects.  

The solution I used was to create square cross sections by ripping (cutting lengthwise) dimensional 

lumber and joining the pieces together with glue and screws.  Then, the squares were “rounded” by 

passing the spar across a table saw with a tilted blade.   

The result was ideal in several ways: 

• Spars have the look of trees that have had the bark removed with a draw knife2. 

• Spars are a consistent diameter, which reduces weight compared to natural spars that are thicker 

at the butt end. 

• Lamination results in a stronger spar so overall diameters can be reduced, again reducing weight.   

This is an important consideration because the end the goal is to build child-sized projects.  The spars 

need to be within the physical abilities of the patrol to move and assemble. 

 

The strength of a spar and ultimately the size needed is determined by the diameter and the length. Longer 

lengths require thicker spars due to the larger bending moments.    

Wood is remarkably strong, especially when compressed. Typically, the failure mode for slender axially 

loaded elements is buckling. The table below shows the buckling load for a few selected diameters and 

 
1 https://scoutpioneering.com/2013/01/31/pioneering-with-laminated-spars/ 
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drawknife  

https://scoutpioneering.com/2013/01/31/pioneering-with-laminated-spars/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drawknife
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length for a typical pine wood.  Importantly, these are the predicted failure loads. A typical design, or 

working, load would be two to three times less.  Regardless, the failure forces generally exceed Scout 

engineering. For example, an 8-foot round pine spar column with a diameter of 2.25 inches can support 

over 2,000 pounds of force3 4. Even at 16-feet long it would still support over 500 pounds, more than 

enough for Scout pioneering.   

Diameter Length 

4-Foot  8-Foot 12-Foot 

3” 32,734* 8,184 3,637 

2.5” 10,347* 2,587 1,150 

2.25” 8,420 2,007 892 

1.6875” 7,180 1,795 798 
* Wood may crush before buckling occurs. 

 

The more limiting factor for spars is perpendicular loading (as in a bridge).  Similarly, the 8-foot, 2.25-

inch spar horizonal will only support 680 pounds of vertical load5. A 12-foot section will support 450 

pounds. Again, these are the predicted failure loads assuming the entire force is concentrated at the center 

of the beam.  A design or working load would be two to three times less.  Also, generally the forces as 

distributed more in practical applications resulting in a higher maximum loading.  Again, with the 

possible exception of the 1 5/8ths spar, the failure forces will be hard for Scouts to achieve. 

Diameter Length 

4-Foot  8-Foot 12-Foot 

3” 3,225 1,612 1,075 

2.5” 1,866 933 622 

2.25” 1,360 680 453 

1.6875” 753 285 191 

 

For Scout sized projects, telephone pole sized spars are not required.  I recommend using spars with a 

diameter of 2-inch or greater for lengths greater than 4 feet.  For longer than 8-feet, 3 inches may be 

needed for some horizontal loads.  Even then, a 12-foot 3-inch diameter spar will support 1,075 pounds of 

center load.  However, 2.25 inches should be able to support any vertical, axial, load your Scouts can 

muster.   

Spar lengths should be standardized within your kit. However, they are ultimately determined by the 

types of projects you want to be able to tackle and if you need to regularly transport them.  My group’s kit 

includes, 8-, 6-, 4-, and 2-foot spars, to be road transportable. A fixed set could include longer spars if 

desired for larger towers.   

 
3 https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr190.pdf 
4 https://calcresource.com/statics-buckling-load.html , Young’s Modulus: 1.46 MPSI, I: 1.26 inches4 
5 http://drr.ikcest.org/app/s4252 , MOR 8,600 PSI 

https://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/fplgtr/fpl_gtr190.pdf
https://calcresource.com/statics-buckling-load.html
http://drr.ikcest.org/app/s4252
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All considered, a spar’s cross-section is a good predictor of strength and weight. 

Diameter Cross-section (in2) Reduction from previous  

3” 28.27 NA 

2.5” 19.63 31% 

2.25” 15.9 19% 

1.6875” 8.95 44% 

 

These directions assume one is familiar with power tools in general and table saws in particular.   Please 

use eye and ear protection and use the tools as intended by the manufacturer using all the provided safety 

features.  

 

The first step is rip (cut length wise) dimensional 

lumber so it can be stacked in a square (or nearly 

square) cross section. With all, the final diameter 

will be slightly smaller the starting “side of the 

square” diameter, as a byproduct of the rounding 

process. 

For the illustrations, the starting dimensional 

lumber is the black outline, the cut lines are blue 

and the shaded circle the notional diameter or the 

spar.   
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As shown by the calculations, 

this 3-inch diameter spar is 

generally not needed for Scout 

sized structures with Scout sized 

forces.  However, if you need to 

have an exceptionally long spar, 

for some reason, this would 

work.  Also, while it is 

encroaching on the size of a 4”-

by-4”, this would be lighter and 

less costly. It is built up from 

two 2”-by-4”s by ripping from 

3.5 inches wide to 3 inches.  

 

 

 

 

There are two ways to get a 2.5-inch diameter 

spar, both based on 2”-by-3” lumber.  Two-by-

3” lumber tends to be very affordable but is 

prone to warping.  You may need to sort 

through many pieces at the lumber yard.  

However, after lamination I have had absolutely 

no issues with warping. 

The first is slightly stronger, but both will be 

very capable. In this version, the boards are 

ripped from 1.5 inches tall to 1.25 inches.   
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The second version is joining a 2”-by-3” with a 

1”-by-3”.  No rips are needed for assembly, but 

the height is only 2.25 inches.  This will cause a 

flat spot on the sides and more oval profile 

when rounding.  That may or may not be 

desirable depending on your preferences.    

 

 

 

 

 

The 2.25 diameter size is ideal for most applications.  It is noticeably lighter than the large spar.  While a 

quarter inch seems small, in terms of cross section area and weight the medium is 20 percent smaller.  

Also, as the calculations show, it is adequate to most all Scout sized forces.   

The best, least expensive way I have found to make this size is to start with a 2”-by-8”. Each 2”-by-8”.  

will make two spars. The board is ripped in to three 2.25 strips. This will take three cuts but the last may 

be very thin depending on the blade kerf (the thickness of the saw blade).  One strip is then split in half.  

While the illustration shows this 0.75 inches it will be 0.75 inches minus one half of the kerf between one 

sixteenth and three sixty-fourths of an inch, depending on the blade. 

This can also be made by ripping a 2”-by-6” into two strips and creating three spars from two boards. 
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The small spar is the most complicated in terms of both assembly and use. 

Pros: 

• Lightweight 

• Strong for axial loads 

(8-foot spar supports 

1,795 pounds) 

• Resistant to warping, 

especially compared to 

unlaminated boards of 

similar size. 

Cons: 

• Complicated assembly 

• Can be overloaded with 

perpendicular loads (8-

foot spar only supports 

285 pounds at midpoint) 

• Only somewhat stronger 

than off the shelf 2”-by-

2” lumber  

Ultimately, this may fall in the nice to have category versus essential to build spars. 

While longer sections are completely appropriate structurally, for cross-braces and tripod bases, I cut 

these to smaller than 4-foot pieces to use as handrails, ladder rungs, and floor planks to ensure a Scout can 

not use one in a way it could be broken. 

The assembly has an A and B units as shown in the drawing. Six 2”-by-4”s will produce 10 spars.  To 

come out even on parts you need to rip five boards as shown in the illustration and the sixth into four 

equal pieces similar to the right side of the drawing.  

Assembly is simple after the parts are ripped.  

1. Spread a layer of an outdoor grade Polyvinyl 

acetate (PVA) glue, aka yellow glue, for example 

Tilebond II, on both sides. 

2. Align and clamp or screw together. 

I found some of the smaller pieces warped as soon as they were 

cut.  In that case, I aligned one end and placed a screw, then 

worked down the piece bending it back by hand, or with a c-

clamp, adding a screw every few feet.   

If you use screws, I suggest exterior 2-inch for the extra-large and 

large. Exterior 1 5/8-inch work well for all other sizes. 
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Prior to rounding, any screws should be removed or deeply counter sunk (recessed into the wood).  If you 

leave them in proceed with caution for the sake of your heath and saw blade.  Screws can be re-installed 

in the end if you wish. 

The basic setup is to adjust to the table saw to remove one corner of the square blank at a time until the 

spar is approximately round. 

I stared with a 45-degree angle and 

continued to the 22.5-degree setup. 

To avoid removing too much wood, ensure 

a flat side is against fence. Also, when in 

doubt set the fence further back for the 

blade further rather than closer. 

Diameter 45 Degree 

Distance 

22.5 Degree 

Distance 

3    2 1/8 2 9/16 

2 1/2 1 13/16 2 1/8 

2 1/4 1 5/8 1 15/16 

2 1/8 1 1/2 1 13/16 

2       1 9/16 1 11/16 

1 11/16 1 7/16 1 7/16 

 

The setup distance can be determined for any diameter 

and angle by trigonometry.  In the illustration, line FG 

represents the table saw fence, line EF the table, line AD 

is the blade, and angle α the table saw blade angle. The 

distance from the blade to the fence is line EF. 

As shown in figure: 

• Points B, D, and G are tangential points 

• Angles: CBE, CDE, and BFG are right angles 

• BF = Radius 

• Setup distance = EF = BE + BF 

From triangle ABE we determine 

• BE = AB Tan α 

From triangle ACD we determine 

• AC = AB + Radius  

and 

• AC = Radius / Sin α 
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Therefore 

• AB + Radius = Radius / Sin α 

Solving for AB: 

• AB = (Radius / Sin α) – Radius 

Then substituting into BE = AB Tan α 

• BE = ((Radius / Sin α) – Radius) Tan α 

Finally: 

• Setup distance = (((Radius / Sin α) – Radius) Tan α) + Radius 

To have Excel do the math for you: 

1. Enter diameter in Cell A2 

2. Enter angle in degrees in Cell B2 

3. Enter in cell C2: =(((A2/2)/SIN(RADIANS(B2)))-(A2/2))*TAN(RADIANS(B2))+A2/2 

You can drag formula to create more rows. 

Lumber prices are variable, but this should be an affordable project.  The least expensive wood available 

will suffice. There is no need for pressure treated wood or premium grades. With modest care this should 

be a one-time investment in your program. 

There are options for the construction of some the spars.  You can update the table below with your local 

prices to determine the thriftiest option for you. Also, feel free to build you own cross section based on 

what is available you.  The Math section will help with the calculations. 

 

Diameter Base Lumber 

Lumber Cost 
per 8-foot 
section 

Number 
needed per 

spar Cost per Spar 

3       2x4 $      2.98 2  $       5.96  

2 1/2 2x3 $      2.12 2  $       4.24  

2.25x2.5 2x3 + 1x3 $      4.00 1  $       4.00  

2 1/4 2x8 $      7.43 0.5  $       3.72  

2 1/4 2x6 $      5.15 0.75  $       3.86  

1 11/16 2x4 $      2.98 0.75  $       2.24  

Lumber Costs: Woodbridge VA, 5/2020 
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Diameter Base Lumber 

Lumber Cost 
per 8-foot 
section 

Number 
needed per 

spar Cost per Spar 

3       2x4 $      6.12 2 $     12.24 

2 1/2 2x3 $      4.53 2 $       9.06 

2.25x2.5 2x3 + 1x3 $      8.83 1 $       8.83 

2 1/4 2x8 $    12.27 0.5 $       6.14 

2 1/4 2x6 $    11.22 0.75 $       8.42 

1 11/16 2x4 $      6.12 0.75 $       4.59 

Lumber Costs: Woodbridge VA, 4/2021 
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• 17th Black Bears YouTube 

o Square Lashing: https://youtu.be/nR57GxeBxl0  

o Diagonal Lashing: https://youtu.be/KhLrMi2grD4   

• Pioneering Guides 

o http://ajm.pioneeringprojects.org/pioneering/PioneeringProjects.pdf  

o http://www.pioneeringprojects.org/resources/ebooks/sceng.pdf  

 

https://youtu.be/nR57GxeBxl0
https://youtu.be/KhLrMi2grD4
http://ajm.pioneeringprojects.org/pioneering/PioneeringProjects.pdf
http://www.pioneeringprojects.org/resources/ebooks/sceng.pdf

